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This presentation 
is based upon the 
February, 2018 
Instrumentalist 
magazine article 
with the same title



Background & 
Purpose of the Presentation

● Background:
○ A major task each year is preparing an ensemble for instrumental music adjudication. 
○ Directors often focus upon assessment captions (tone quality, intonation, precision, 

technique, balance, blend, and musicality) for wind and string students. 
○ Directors often neglect the percussion section because of time constraints or lack of 

understanding of percussion techniques which causes behavioral and/or 
performance issues.

● Purpose:
○ I will offer practical solutions for percussion concerns, especially as applied to 

assessment criteria.



The Questions…..

● How does percussion affect your overall adjudicated 
performance?

● How to improve your rating with percussion performance?



4 Focus Areas

1. Battery Percussion
2. Accessory Percussion
3. Mallet Percussion
4. Timpani

1. Tone Quality
2. Intonation
3. Precision and Technique
4. Balance and Blend
5. Musicality 

5 Adjudication Criteria Applied for Each 
Percussion Instrument



Adjudication Criteria Application
Tone Quality

● Use the same terms you use for winds 
and strings (e.g., dark, round, warm, light, 
etc.)

Intonation

● Intonation and tone quality are 
interdependent; each is necessary for the 
other. 

● Always tune bass drums, snare, drums, 
tom toms and timpani on a consistent and 
regular basis

Precision and Technique

● Because most percussion instruments are 
unpitched, an adjudicator’s focus is often 
rhythmic precision. 

● To master percussion technique, focus on 
proper grip and rebound stroke when 
striking the instrument. 



Adjudication Criteria Application

Balance and Blend

● Wind, string and percussion balance and 
blend are synonymous.

● Always ask your percussionists who has 
the melody and can it be clearly heard? 

● If percussionists cannot hear the melody 
or primary line they are…..

Musicality

● Include percussionists in all warm-up 
procedures. 

● Full-band warm-up exercises, including 
chorales, can help the entire ensemble to 
reinforce dynamics, style, articulation, 
shaping, phrasing, balance and blend.

● Conductors can communicate important 
musical elements that transfer to contest 
pieces, reinforcing proper implement 
selection and playing technique.



Battery 
Percussion

1. Music stand height
2. Stroke & Articulations
3. Dampening
4. Rolls
5. Tuning
6. Proper Playing Areas and 

the Clock



Placement...

1. Place cymbals to the right of the bass drummer for overall ensemble balance. 
2. Place the snare drum to the right of the crash cymbal player. 
3. Suspended cymbals are often notated on the same part with crash cymbals, so 

juxtaposing them allows either player to cover the part if quick alterations are 
needed. 

4. Accessory percussion instruments are beside the cymbal players on a padded or 
covered trap-table.

5. ALWAYS USE A PADDED STAND OR TABLE FOR ACCESSORY INSTRUMENTS, 
STICKS, MALLETS, ETC.



Battery 
Percussion

Assessment Criteria:

● Tone Quality
● Intonation
● Precision and Technique
● Balance and Blend
● Musicality

All the following indicators affect the assessment 
criteria:

● Music stand height & Stick/Mallet Tray/Stand
● Stroke & Articulations
● Dampening

○ To eliminate ringing and decrease volume
● Rolls
● Tuning
● Proper Playing Areas and the Clock



Accessory 
Percussion

1. Tambourine - Proper playing area 
and rolls

2. Triangle - Proper clip and beater
3. Tam Tam/Gong - Proper playing 

area
4. Accessory instruments such as 

triangle and tambourine should be 
made of high-quality materials and 
stored in designated instrument 
bags.

5. Tambourines should always have 
heads; headless tambourines are 
generally used in popular music 
and not considered appropriate for 
concert assessment. 



Mallet 
Percussion

● Placement
○ Group mallet instruments together and 

near the upper woodwinds
○ Group vibes and marimba close to the 

front of the stage
○ Music stand height & Stick/Mallet 

Tray/Stand

● Metals
○ Bells
○ Vibraphone
○ Chimes

● Woods
○ Xylophone
○ Marimba

● Define proper mallets and playing 
areas for each instrument



Timpani

● Placement: Group timpani near 
the low brass their 
juxtaposition will improve 
ensemble intonation and 
rhythmic precision. 

● Stick/mallet tray/stand
● Proper mallets
● Proper playing zone
● Rolls - Single stroke
● Proper intonation

TEACH YOUR 

STUDENTS TO 
TUNE THE TIMPANI



Final Considerations

Stage Set Up

● Create an established percussion seating 
arrangement/layout and use it every day

● Consistency will promote excellence



Include percussion in 

your seating 

Arrangement >>>



Equipment

● Bring all sticks, mallets, beaters and 
accessory instruments used regularly for 
rehearsals, so the adjudication 
performance can reflect the ensemble’s 
other performances. 

● Bring your own snare drum, accessories, 
and cymbals in bags or cases



Part Assignments

● Create percussion assignments before the 
first rehearsal, post them in an area clearly 
visible to all players, and give copies to 
each player. 

● When rehearsing sight-reading, assign a 
specific snare, bass, timpani, accessory, 
and mallet players, to alleviate confusion 
during the sight-reading performance.



Chairs, Stools, Entering and Exiting Stage

● Concert band and orchestral literature may have 
minimal or tacet percussion parts in which the 
player will not play for a period of time. 

● Consider having percussionists sit in chairs or 
stools when not playing.

● They may exit the stage when resting for a 
prolonged period, but they must exit and re-enter 
quietly so they do not disturb the performance.



Tone, Intonation and Musicality

● Include percussionists in all warm-up 
procedures including singing. 

● Full-band warm-up exercises, including 
chorales, can help the entire ensemble to 
reinforce dynamics, style, articulation, 
shaping, phrasing, balance and blend.

● Conductors can communicate important 
musical elements that transfer to contest 
pieces, reinforcing proper implement 
selection and playing technique.



● Instrumental music adjudications are relevant, meaningful 
opportunities for both students and conductors to receive 
feedback and measurable evaluation. 

● Educators who employ today’s methods and procedures 
enable successful performances for their percussionists.



Shameless Plug….

Please consider taking my 

dissertation survey by accessing 

it on the MMEA and MBDA 

Facebook pages



Thank You!

● Mark Lortz
● Stevenson University 

Director of Music
● mlortz@stevenson.edu
● www.marklortz.com


